Welcome!
Thank you for inviting us to speak to you about our pioneering discoveries and
thank you for agreeing to participate as test persons in our experiment!
My name is Itty Minchesta and I am very proud to be able to announce to you that
Dr.Legasto and I have been able to conclude the project that we have been
working on for the last three years.
We have been studying the effects nuclear power had and still has on sexuality,
how it has changed societys understanding of sex and gender issues.
If one speaks of nuclear power it has to be made clear that in most cases people
refer to the atom bomb; and the atom bomb has been our subject, too.
We can now be definite that the bomb has helped to diminish the differences
between the sexes and to bring the term "sex" more into the public in general. We
have noticed that the bomb has changed its sex and gender over the past decades
and due to its radiation it has also completely changed the way it is perceived by
the publicI
I can only emphasize it again: the main thing about the BOMB is its radiation. We
have found out that radiation/radioactive fallout changes slowly the sexual
behaviour of living things- of course we have mainly focused on the homo sapiens.
Gradually it diffuses the borders of gender, gradually it changes sexual
preferences. It transgresses. It combines science and emotion. What more can be
asked of a man-made thing? If mankind continues to sexually alter due to the
effects of radiation at the same speed it has during the last years, in a few years
there will be no more reproduction in a common sense at all anymore. The BOMB
has made way to all the different methods of artifical reproduction that have been
developed recently. It's an amazing progress. Dr.legasto and I have found a way to
fasten up this process.
During our research Dr.legasto and myself artifically produced an atomic tit. But this
was not our main interest- we wanted to detach from the tit and dedicate it to
science as we made a very interesting discovery and from then on lived up to our
vision.
We founded the band BRUSTKREBS -consisting of the two other members
Rebacatec and Sheracatac- and were now able to cut the tit off. The next step was
to pulverize the atomic tit and to develop a prototype of seeds. These seeds will
change the face of society as it is today. And now today we can complete our vision
with your help:
I now invitate you to take the seeds that were handed out to you at the beginning of
this event! Their effects are very positive:
Each and every one of you will form the future and the ideas of our laboratory of art
will be spread throughout the world!
I will explain their effects to you:
The seeds will start to grow a pink pop tumor inside of you and the tumor will
change your lives towards a better standard of living, wealth and happiness. You
will no longer have to waste time thinking about questions of politics or positioning
yourselves in this society. The pink will solve it all for you.
We will all grow the pink pop tumor sooner or later so let's not fight it but swollow it
up happily- let us radiate together and spread the disease!
Dr.legasto and I have recently published the book "SEXBOMB" where you can read
about the the results of our research and also made an educational film called
"Sexbomb".

In your leisure time you may want to dance and listen to the music of
BRUSTKREBS, it will make you happy and let you radiate in pink!
Thank you!

